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I present a new technique for the measurement of the growth of cosmic structures via the
power spectrum of weak lensing cosmic shear. It is based on a template-fitting approach, where
a redshift-dependent amplitude of lensing modulates a fixed template power spectrum. Such an
amplitude, which is promoted to a free parameter and fit against tomographic cosmic shear data,
reads D(z)σ8Ωm,0 =: Ωσ8(z), with D(z) the growth factor, σ8 a proxy for the overall amplitude of
the matter power spectrum, and Ωm,0 the present-day matter abundance. I show that this method
is able to correctly reconstruct Ωσ8 at the per cent level across redshift, thus allowing us to measure
the growth of structures unbiased by observing discrete tracers. Moreover, I only makes use of mea-
surements on linear scales. The method is highly complementary to measurements of the bias and
growth, bσ8 and fσ8, from galaxy clustering analysis. I also demonstrate that the method is robust
against an incorrect choice of cosmological parameters in the template, thanks to the inclusion of
an Alcock-Paczyński parameter.

I. INTRODUCTION

The last decades have witnessed the establishment of
a standard model for cosmology, dubbed ΛCDM after its
main ingredients: a cosmological constant, Λ, and cold
dark matter. The former is necessary to explain the late-
time accelerated expansion of the Universe, whilst the
latter is a non-standard, exotic matter component which
accounts for the observed properties of the cosmic large-
scale structure [1].

Despite the undisputable success of ΛCDM in explain-
ing a wide variety of cosmological observations—from the
anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background radia-
tion at early times to the clustering of collapsed objects
like galaxies and clusters of galaxies—fundamental ques-
tions remain unanswered. Foremost amongst them is
the nature of dark matter and whether the cosmologi-
cal constant is really a vacuum energy, or rather reflects
an evolving ‘dark energy’ component. Moreover, the pos-
sibility that the effects we ascribe to either or both these
dark components are in fact due to an incorrect knowl-
edge of how gravity works on cosmological scales, is still
open [for a review, see 2].

To tackle the aforementioned issues, the cosmic large-
scale structure is a perfect arena of study. Two main
observables have been regarded as the most promising in
this respect: galaxy clustering and cosmic shear. The
former employs galaxies as discrete tracers of the un-
derlying matter distribution to track its growth across
cosmic time.1 The latter exploits correlations in the ob-
served shapes of galaxies caused by (weak) gravitational
lensing due to the intervening large-scale structure, to

∗ stefano.camera@unito.it
1 Albeit galaxies are by far the most widely used, other compelling
possibilities exist, for instance galaxy clusters, galaxy peculiar
velocities, or neutral hydrogen intensity mapping.

probe both the spacetime geometry and the cosmic grav-
itational potential. Besides being powerful in themselves,
such two probes are highly complementary to each other,
reason for which a strong experimental effort is currently
ongoing to pursue commensal observational campaigns
[see e.g. 3–5].

To the aim of extracting the most information from
joint observations, it is clearly paramount to be able to
perform combined data analyses in a self-consistent way.
However, this historically represented a problem, for the
two observables are treated in different ways. First is
the fact that clustering is inherently three-dimensional,
with galaxy positions being correlated in configuration
or Fourier space. Oppositely, shear is an integrated ef-
fect, with galaxy ellipticities being correlated on the ce-
lestial sphere or in harmonic space. Secondly, in galaxy
clustering it has been customary to fit the observed
correlation function/power spectrum in terms of two
redshift-dependent amplitudes, bσ8(z) := b(z)D(z)σ8
and fσ8(z) := f(z)D(z)σ8, where σ8 is the rms of mat-
ter fluctuations on spheres of 8 Mpch−1 radius, b(z) is
the linear galaxy bias, and f(z) := −d lnD/d ln(1 + z)
is the growth rate, with D(z) being the growth fac-
tor. Then, constraints on cosmological parameters are
extracted from bσ8 and fσ8 (plus the so-called Alcock-
Paczyński parameters). On the other hand, in cosmic
shear the observed correlation function/power spectrum
is directly fit against a theoretical prediction as a func-
tion of cosmological parameters.

Whilst it is not possible to recast cosmic shear mea-
surements in three dimensions, studies of galaxy cluster-
ing in e.g. harmonic space have been attempted several
times. The price to pay, to make the problem computa-
tionally tractable, is however a severe loss of constraining
power due to the necessity to collapse the radial informa-
tion into redshift bins. To circumvent this problem, Tani-
dis and Camera [6] proposed a novel bσ8-fσ8 template-fit
approach for the galaxy clustering harmonic-space power
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spectrum. This allows for a finer slicing in redshift of the
galaxy distribution at a very little computational cost.
Here, I extend this formalism to cosmic shear, setting
the scene for wholly self-consistent data analyses.

Throughout the paper, I adopt a fiducial flat
ΛCDM cosmology with: total matter abundance
at present, Ωm,0 = 0.3; Hubble constant, h :=
H0/(100 km s−1 Mpc−1) = 0.67; amplitude and tilt of the
primordial power spectrum, As = 2×10−9 and ns = 0.96;
and total neutrino mass, Mν = 0.06 eV. Moreover, I em-
ploy the following index convention:

• Lower-case, Latin letters i, j = 1 . . . Nz denote red-
shift bins;

• ` = 1 . . . N` and m = −` . . . ` (and variants) denote
harmonic expansion multipoles;

• Upper-case, Latin letters A,B = 1 . . . Nd label data
points and, consequently, theoretical predictions
corresponding to them;

• Lower-case, Greek letters µ, ν = 1 . . . Nϑ label the
parameters of the model.

Spatial vectors, like three-dimensional positions or
wave-vectors, will be rendered in boldface, e.g. r = r r̂,
with magnitude r = |r| and direction r̂. Either than that,
to avoid confusion I shall use matrix notation only with
respect to tomographic bins; for instance, x = {xi} and
Y = {Yij} are an array and a matrix of bin-dependent
quantities, respectively. Any other non-scalar quantity
will instead be rendered only as a collection of its ele-
ments, say {ζα} or {ZAB}. Einstein convention for sum-
mation over equal indexes is assumed unless otherwise
stated.

II. COSMIC SHEAR

Cosmic shear, γ, is one of the two effects sourced by
scalar cosmological perturbations which weak lensing dis-
tortions can be decomposed into, alongside convergence,
κ [7]. They are both related to the lensing potential φ,
that is the projection of the Weyl potential Υ , along the
line-of-sight direction, r̂. Such a projection is a weighted
integral, namely

φ(r̂) :=

∫
dr q(r)Υ (r r̂, r) , (1)

where the weight q is usually referred to as lensing effi-
ciency.2 The lensing efficiency [see also 8] itself depends

2 In Equation 1, the former argument of Υ is the spatial coordinate
r = r r̂, whereas the latter is the time coordinate, for which I
use the radial comoving distance r as a proxy, given that the
conformal time η is such that r = η0−η, with η0 being conformal
time at present.

upon n(z), the distribution in redshift of the sources
whose images are being distorted by the intervening cos-
mic large-scale structure, and reads

q(r) =

∫ ∞
r

dx
x− r
x

n(x) , (2)

where n(z) has been normalised to unit area. Notice
that n(z) dz = n(r) dr, with dr/dz = 1/H, H(z) being
the Hubble factor at redshift z.

If we denote by θ̄ the unlensed coordinate system at
source, and by θ the lensed coordinates at observer, at
first order we have

θ̄ = Aθ , (3)

where

A =

[
1− κ−<(γ) =(γ)
−=(γ) 1− κ+ <(γ)

]
(4)

is the distortion matrix, <(x) and =(x) respectively de-
noting the real and imaginary parts of a complex quantity
x. It is clear then that convergence, responsible for an
overall amplification/shrinking in size of the image, is a
scalar quantity, whereas shear is a complex pseudo-vector
(or spin-2) and its real and imaginary parts distort im-
ages by squeezing them respectively along the coordinate
axes and with angle of 45◦ with respect to them. Since
the distortion matrix is directly related to (derivatives on
the image plane of) the lensing potential, we can formally
write κ = ðð∗φ/2 and γ = ð2φ/2, where ð is the spin-
raising operator, which augments the spin of a quantity
by +1 each time it is applied, or diminishes it by the
same amount if its complex conjugate is used instead [9].

To obtain the shear power spectrum we first need to
expand the shear into spin-weighted spherical harmonics
[10, 11],

γ(r̂) =

∞∑
`=0

∑̀
m=−`

(ε`m + iβ`m) 2Y`m(r̂) , (5)

where ε`m and β`m are respectively the expansion coeffi-
cients for shear E- and B-modes, and sY`m is the spin-s
spherical harmonic function. Then, if we have two shear
maps averaged over different redshift shells labelled by
indexes i and j, we eventually get to the well-known ex-
pression for the tomographic shear E-mode power spec-
trum

Sεεij,` :=
〈
εi,`m ε

∗
j,`m

〉
(6)

=
2

π

∫
dk k2 Plin(k) εi,`(k) εj,`(k) . (7)

There, εi,`m are the coefficients of the spin-weighted
spherical harmonic expansion of shear E-modes in the
ith redhisft bin, namely εi(r̂), Plin is today’s linear mat-
ter power spectrum, and εi,`(k) are the shear kernels. In
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the ΛCDM model and in the linear regime of cosmologi-
cal perturbations, they can be written as

εi,`(k) =

∫
dz

H(z)
D(z) qi(z) ̌`[k, r(z)] , (8)

̌`(k, r) = −3

2
Ωm,0H

2
0

√
(`+ 2)!

(`− 2)!
[1 + z(r)]

j`(k r)

k2 r
,

(9)

with j` being the spherical Bessel function of order `.

III. AIMS AND METHODOLOGY

The present paper builds upon the template-fitting
method proposed by Tanidis and Camera [6] in the con-
text of measurements of galaxy clustering with harmonic-
space power spectra.

Here, I extend for the first time this template fitting
to cosmic shear power spectra. The advantage is that
lensing is an unbiased tracer of the (projected) matter
distribution. Moreover, as it seems clear by looking at
Equation 8, shear is directly sensitive to D(z)σ8Ωm,0 h

2.
However, as shown by Hall [12], the dependency upon
the Hubble constant is only apparent, as in the linear
regime it cancels out exactly because of the h-dependence
of the various quantities inside the integral in Equation 7.
Therefore, the actual proportionality is captured by the
following redshift-dependent quantity:

Ωσ8(z) := D(z)σ8Ωm,0 , (10)

akin to bσ8(z) and fσ8(z). Hence, I can rewrite Equa-
tion 7 as (no summation over equal indexes)

Sεεij,` ' Ωσ8,iΩσ8,j T εεij,` , (11)

where Ωσ8,i ≡ Ωσ8(z̄i) and I have defined the template

T εεij,` :=
2

π

∫
dk dr1 dr2

× k2 Plin(k)

Ω2
m,0 σ

2
8

qi(r1) qj(r2) ̌`(k, r1) ̌`(k, r2) . (12)

Above, z̄i is the effective redshift of each bin, computed
via

z̄i =

∫
dz ni(z) z∫
dz ni(z)

. (13)

Compared to galaxy clustering, in the case of shear
there is an additional complication, namely the fact that
lensing kernels are broad in redshift, for lensing is an in-
tegrated quantity. This represents a problem, in that the
for the template to reproduce the actual power spectrum
at the desired accuracy, the redshift-dependent ampli-
tude Ωσ8(z) should vary slowly within the redshift bin,
so that it can be taken out of the integral in Equation 7

and become amplitudes parameters as in Equation 11.
To appreciate this issue, consider a population of sources
described e.g. by the following functional form [13],

n(z) ∝
(
z

z0

)2

exp

[
−
(
z

z0

)3/2
]
, (14)

where I take z0 = 0.9/
√

2 as expected for next-generation
cosmic shear surveys [3, 4]. Then, split this distribution
into, say, Nz = 5 equi-populated redshift bins, convolving
the bins with a reasonable (Gaussian) photometric red-
shift error of 0.05 (1 + z). In Figure 1, I show the binned
galaxy redshift distribution, ni(z) (leftmost panel, solid
curves), alongside its corresponding lensing efficiencies,
qi(z) (central panel, dashed curves). As it is clear, even
for bins that are far apart, like the first and the last, the
lensing signal is going to be highly correlated, due to the
inherent shape of the efficiency function.

Compared to galaxy clustering, this represents an addi-
tional complication, in that for the template to reproduce
the actual power spectrum at the desired accuracy, the
redshift-dependent amplitude Ωσ8(z) should vary slowly
within the redshift bin. Thus, it can be taken out of the
integral in Equation 7 as Ωσ8,i. To overcome this issue,
I take advantage of the nulling technique proposed by
Bernardeau, Nishimichi, and Taruya [14] to localise the
lensing kernels [see also 15, 16]. To overcome this issue,
I take advantage of the nulling technique proposed by
Bernardeau, Nishimichi, and Taruya [14] to localise the
lensing kernels [see also 15, 16]. This is performed via the
so-called BNT matrix M, such that the BNT-transformed
lensing efficiency becomes q̃(z) = M q(z). The result of
the BNT transform can be appreciated by looking at the
rightmost panel of Figure 1, where the q̃i(z)’s (dotted
curves) clearly show the recovery of localisation.

Hence, I proceed as follows: i) I compute the template
tomographic matrix Tεε` as in Equation 12; ii) I then
multiply its i-j entry by Ωσ8,iΩσ8,j , thus obtaining Sεε`
as in Equation 11; iii) and finally, at each fixed ` I apply
the BNT transform as MSεε` MT.

One last remark has to be made before testing this
template with synthetic data. So far, I have implicitly
assumed that the cosmological information is contained
within the redshift-dependent amplitude Ωσ8(z). How-
ever, both the lensing efficiency and the power spectrum
in Equation 7 do depend upon cosmological parameters.
As a consequence, if the reference cosmology assumed to
compute Equation 11-12 is not the correct one, I am likely
to obtain incorrect results. A way out of this impasse is
represented by the Alcock-Paczyński parameter, which is
customarily included in galaxy clustering analyses. This
is due to the fact that one has to assume a reference
cosmology to translate measured angular positions and
redshifts into the physical positions of the galaxies.

In the present case of the harmonic-space power spec-
trum, we in fact only consider angles and redshifts. How-
ever, we know that a given physical size L subtended by
an angle θ corresponds to an angular diameter distance
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FIG. 1. Leftmost panel: binned redshift distribution of sources, ni(z). Central panel: corresponding lensing efficiency, qi(z).
Rightmost panel: BNT-transformed lensing efficiencies, q̃i(z). All curves are normalised to their peak, to facilitate comparison.

DA = L/θ. Therefore, if the reference cosmology is not
the real one, we have to translate a measured feature at
a given angular scale ` into the one it would correspond
to in the reference cosmology. Some little algebra shows
that `(ref) = α−1⊥ `, with the usual definition

α⊥ :=
DA

D
(ref)
A

. (15)

Moreover, we should remember that the harmonic-space
power spectrum has units of steradians. Therefore, to
relate the theoretical prediction in the reference cosmol-
ogy to the real one, we have to transform the solid angle
θ2 = [α−2⊥ θ(ref)]2. Thence, I recast

Sγγij,` ' α−2⊥ Ωσ8,iΩσ8,j T
γγ
ij

(
α−1⊥ `

)
, (16)

where I have now promoted `(ref) = α−1⊥ ` to a continu-
ous variable, for which I interpolate the template of the
tomographic power spectrum, Tεε.

IV. VALIDATION AND DISCUSSION OF
RESULTS

To assess the performance of the method, I set up
a mock-data analysis. The parameter set I fit for is
{ϑµ} = {Ωσ8,i}∪ {α⊥}. A synthetic data vector {dA} =
{MSεε` MT}, A = 1 . . . Nd, is created by computing Sεε`
exactly via Equation 7. In turn, this is compared to the
BNT-transformed template given by Equation 16. I im-
plement a Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling of the
Nz + 1-dimensional parameter space by minimising the
chi-squared

χ2 ({ϑµ}) =

Nd∑
A,B=1

[dA −mA ({ϑµ})] ΓAB [dB −mB ({ϑµ})] .

(17)
Here, {mA} are the model predictions, dependent upon
the parameters {ϑµ}, and ΓAB denotes the elements of

the precision matrix, i.e. the inverse of the data covari-
ance matrix, {ΣAB}.

It is worth noticing that the factorisation of Ωσ8 re-
lies on the separability of the k and z dependence of
the matter power spectrum, which is strictly true only
in the linear regime. Therefore, the analysis is limited
to linear scales, k < knl = 0.2hMpc−1. To be con-
servative, I do not consider that knl increases with red-
shift. Then, I estimate the maximum multipole from
the Limber approximation, taking advantage of the fact
that k ∼ (` + 1/2)/r(z) holds for ` � 1. Hence, I
define a set of redshift-dependent maximum multipoles,
`imax = bknl r(z̄i)− 1/2c, where bxc is the floor function,
that associates to a real number x the greatest integer
less than or equal to x. In the present case, they take
values {156, 339, 428, 517, 705}. Then, I adopt a con-
servative approach and for the analysis set the multipole
range ` = 2 . . . 156. In other words, I take the smallest of
the `imax’s for all the redshift bins. Dependence upon the
maximum multipole, as well as on the number of redshift
bins, will be discussed later.

For simplicity, I assume that the covariance of the data
be Gaussian. I consider the measured tomographic power
spectrum to be the sum of the underlying signal plus
some (statistical or instrumental) noise, viz.

Cεε` = Sεε` + Nεε` . (18)

The noise is approximated as Poissonian, rescaled by the
variance of measured galaxies’ ellipticities, σ2

ε . Namely,

N εε
ij,` =

σ2
ε

n̄ig
δ
(K)
ij , (19)

where n̄ig is the average number density of galaxies per

steradian in the ith redshift bin and δ(K) is the Kronecker
symbol. I take the common choice σε = 0.3 and assume
n̄ig = 30 arcmin−2. Thus, we can write

cov
(
Cεεij,`, C

εε
ab,`′

)
=
Cεεia,` C

εε
jb,` + Cεεib,` C

εε
ja,`

2 `+ 1
δ
(K)
``′ . (20)
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TABLE I. Values of cosmological parameters assumed as ref-
erence in the various cases considered. Case 0 and 1 are in
fact the same, but for no BNT transform being applied to the
former.
Case 0 1 2 3 4

h(ref)/h 1 1 1 1.2 1.2

Ω
(ref)
m,0 /Ωm,0 1 1 0.8 1 0.8
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FIG. 2. Input (grey curve) and reconstructed (circles with
error bars) lensing amplitude Ωσ8, for the various cases con-
sidered in this work. Data points are slightly displaced to
enhance readability, with the correct z̄i being the central one.

After computing Equation 20, we stack the (i, j) bin-
pair index and the ` multipole to construct the covari-
ance matrix, whose entries are ΣAB . Finally, binning
the synthetic data into multipole bins of width ∆` and
accounting for partial sky coverage corresponds to the
substitution {ΣAB} → {ΣAB}/(∆`fsky). For simplicity,
I consider fsky = 1. Also, I adopt ∆` = 5, i.e. a few times
1/fsky as commonly done.

To test the performance of the method in different sce-
narios, I adopt in turn different reference cosmologies (on
top of our fiducial cosmology), as in Table I. I empha-
sise that I implement the BNT transform in all cases but
Case 0, which is used for comparison.

Figure 2 illustrates the effectiveness of this new
method. The lensing amplitude Ωσ8(z) corresponding to
the input cosmology is given by the grey curve, with re-
constructed values corresponding to the coloured circles
with error bars. The first thing to notice is clearly the
unsuccessful recovery for Case 0. This explicitly shows
how, if BNT is not performed, the strong overlap of the
lensing kernels makes the factorisation of Ωσ8 outside of
the integral no longer justified. Instead, if BNT trans-
form is applied, I am able to reconstruct the correct value
of Ωσ8(z), even for a wrong reference cosmology, thanks
to the Alcock-Paczyński parameter α⊥.

In fact, α⊥ is a crucial ingredient of our template fit.
Figure 3 shows the joint marginal 68% and 95% confi-
dence level (C.L.) contours on the Ωσ8,i’s and α⊥. The

vertical dashed grey lines mark the correct values of the
Ωσ8 in each bin, whilst the horizontal one correspond-
ing to α⊥ = 1 is there just to guide the eye, marking
the fiducial cosmology. From this plot, we can see how
the lensing amplitude is always correctly reconstructed,
thanks to α⊥ accounting for any possible mismatch be-
tween the real cosmology and the one used as reference
to compute the template Tεε. As expected, the recovered
α⊥ is consistent with unity when the reference cosmol-
ogy used for the template fit corresponds to the real one
(orange contours). Note that in this figure I decided not
to show contours for Case 0, as their inclusion implies an
increase in axis range that would make the other cases
hard to visualise.

To appreciate this better, in Figure 4 I show the in-
put and recovered values of α⊥ (cross and circle mark-
ers with error bars, respectively) for the various cases
listed in Table I, including Case 0. Technically, α⊥ is a
redshift-dependent quantity, in that it contains the angu-
lar diameter distance, DA(z). For this reason, to enable
a sensible comparison of its value reconstructed from the
chi-squared minimisation against the reference cosmol-
ogy in input, I compute and show as crosses the average
〈α⊥(z̄i)〉. The vertical, solid grey line marks the scenario
where the reference cosmology corresponds to the real
Universe, in which case α⊥ = 1. Clearly, the agreement
is excellent for all cases but Case 0.

Finally, let us scrutinise the dependency of the results
upon some of the assumptions of our analysis:

• `max: In analysing real observations, one could
implement the redshift-dependent `imax in the chi-
squared by masking the data and model vectors so
that they are set to zero for the i-j bin pair when
` > min`{`imax, `

j
max}, as done in Tanidis and Cam-

era [6]. Here, I prefer to bracket the constraining
power of the method between the worst- and best-
case scenarios. The former is what I have shown
so far, i.e. the multipole range is limited to a max-
imum set by the smallest of the redshift-dependent
`imax’s, 156. Now, for the best-case scenario, I al-
low the chi-square to be minimised over a data set
ranging up to the largest `imax, 705. I find that er-
ror bars on measurements of Ωσ8(z) shrink by 55%
to 73%.

• n̄g: Hitherto, I have employed the value n̄g =

30 arcmin−2, which is a typical sample density ex-
pected for the oncoming generation of cosmic shear
surveys [see e.g. 3, 4]. However, it is worth noting
that the method presented here focusses on linear
scales, where shot noise is expected to be largely
subdominant. Therefore, I expect our results to be
not strongly influenced by n̄g. To test this, I rerun
our benchmark analysis for two more pessimistic
values, 15 arcmin−2 and 3 arcmin−2. As envisaged,
even with source samples 50% to 90% sparser, con-
straints on the various Ωσ8,i only loosen in the
range [7, 11]% in the former case, and in the range
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FIG. 3. Two-dimensional joint marginal 68% C.L. contours between the redshift-binned lensing amplitudes, Ωσ8,i, and the
transverse Alcock-Paczyński parameter, α⊥. Horizontal and vertical dashed grey lines mark the input values, whilst colour
refer to the different reference cosmologies listed in Table I. Note that Case 0, namely fiducial reference cosmology with BNT
transform applied to neither data nor template, is not shown due to the bad recovery of the signal.
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FIG. 4. Input and estimates of the α⊥ parameter in the var-
ious cases.

[29, 56]% in the latter.

• Nz: The ultimate aim of this method, like the cor-
responding one for galaxy clustering, is to probe the
redshift evolution of cosmic structures. Harmonic-
space power spectra have the advantage to allow
for different binning strategies. Hence, I now re-
run the benchmark analysis with two different bin-
nings, namely Nz = 3 and 15. I find that the
variance on the average Ωσ8,i scales sub-linearly
with Nz. This is because, the more the bins, the
more the cross-bin spectra, which contain addi-
tional information—albeit partly correlated. This
leaves us ample room to tailor the best course of ac-
tion in any given scenario, e.g. opting for more bins
if we look for a smooth variation of D(z) compared
to ΛCDM, or to choose fewer bins if we search for
a specific feature at a certain redshift.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK.

In this paper, I have introduced a new method to mea-
sure the growth of cosmic structures as a function of red-
shift directly from cosmic shear data. This is achieved
with a template-fitting approach, where the redshift-
dependent lensing amplitude D(z)σ8Ωm,0 =: Ωσ8(z) is
factorised out of the integral that gives the tomographic
shear power spectrum. For this, I implement the BNT
nulling technique [14], to localise the lensing signal in red-
shift. Thus, I overcome the issue of the overlap of shear
kernels—even for widely separated redshift bins—due to
lensing being an integrated effect.

I have demonstrated the performance of the method
by running a synthetic-data analysis, where I fit the tem-
plate against the full theoretical prediction for the cosmic
shear power spectrum. The amplitudes Ωσ8,i are a free
parameter in each bin. On top of it, I have also added
an Alcock-Paczyński parameter α⊥ to account for an in-
correct choice of reference cosmology in the computation
of the template. This method performs very well, being
able to sample the underlying curve Ωσ8(z) with a pre-
cision of a few per cent in all the bins that the source
redshift distribution has been sliced into.

To anybody familiar with cosmic shear analyses, there
is an elephant in the room here, and that is intrinsic
alignments (IA). IA are a contaminant to the cosmo-
logical shear signal, due to the fact that galaxies do
preferentially align with each other along their major
axes/angular momentum directions due to interactions
with the tidal gravitational field in the local environment
[see 17–19, for thorough reviews on the topic]. As a re-
sult, the observed galaxy ellipticities are a combination
of the underlying cosmological shear and IA. As such, the
measured power spectrum contains additional terms on
top of those in Equation 7.

Considering that modelling IA is a well-known problem
in the analysis of cosmic shear surveys, I argue that the
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template-fitting approach described here can be readily
modified to encapsulate IA. This could be done by pro-
moting IA redshift-dependent amplitudes to additional
nuisance parameters, with the inclusion of the α⊥ rescal-
ing to the IA power spectra as well. In a sense, this is
not dissimilar from what happens in the case of galaxy
clustering, where the dominant term due to Newtonian
density fluctuations is complemented by additional con-
tributions, such as redshift-space distortions and lensing
magnification [see 6, 20]. Such an approach will be scru-
tinised in a follow-up paper.
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